Love Always Vintage Beauty Mini Album Instructions

Cover – cover the front and the back of the cover with the word paper as shown. Be sure to trace the heart and cut out
the heart peek hole. Ink all edges of the papers. Next take a scrap of yellow paper and die cut with the “love” word die
(it is part of the add on). Glue to the journaling card as shown.
Glue a leaf under the flower as shown. This will be a paper leaf. Take 5” of the burlap trim (add on) and tie a knot. Glue
to the underside of the flower.
Mount the journaling card on foam dots and attach to the page. Add the blue flower. Add one of the red paper flowers
and the wood button mounted on the filigree flower.

Next for the back of the cover, create the mini hoop by attaching the paper shown to the back of the hoop. Trim excess.
Add stickers to what you want it to say (mine says “{so loved”). Add the journaling card to the page and glue. Take a 6”
piece of the burlap trim. Fold in half lengthwise but then have about ¼ “ wider for one side of the width of the burlap.

Create the flower by pleating. I did it on a non stick craft mat with hot glue. Pleat as you go. Trim excess and add the
bling center. Add the leaf as shown. Glue to page. Add the hoop mounted on foam dots.

For the next page cover the front and the back of the page with the blue dot paper. Ink edges. Take a 2.5” long piece of
the word paper and make a pocket as shown. DO NOT GLUE ACROSS THE TOP OF THE POCKET Add one rose from the
trim (inked). Cut a 3” piece of the red burlap and fold and glue under the wood token. Glue to the page. Add journaling
cards and photos as desired tucked into the pocket.

Take the glassine envelope and cut a 4.5” x 2.5” piece of the green cardstock to fit into the pocket. Tear along one edge
and ink. Add also the journaling card. Next take the chipboard heart that you punched from the cover. Cover in the
red/pink paper. Cut out 1 rose from the rose trim. Glue to the glassine envelope. Add the heart, flair and button. Glue
the glassine envelope to the page.

For this page cover the front and the back in the bird paper. Ink edges. Cut 7.5” x 3.2” piece of the red paper shown. Fold
in half and round the corners. Glue to the front of the page. Take the bow die (add on) and die cut the bow out of the
copper paper. Assemble the bow. Add the flair (add journaling or photos inside as desired).

Mount the journaling tag on foam dots. Add the 3 leaves as shown. Attach to the page and add the flair piece.

Cover the front and the back of this page with the fruit paper. Ink edges. Take a 2” wide piece of the red paper. Glue it
2” up from the bottom of the page. Trim excess and ink edges. Attach to the page. Take a 4” x 2.5” piece of the word
paper. Tear along the left edge. Write the word love as shown (I used a wink of stella pen). Attach to page. Paint the
chipboard button green (I used the wink of stella pen) and then apply stickles. Allow to dry. Cut a rose from the roes
trim. Attach to page. Add resin bird and buttons as shown.

This is the back of my album. I used it to write a note to the person I will be giving it to from me (you can also add photos
and journaling if you want). Attach the journaling card and add stickers and journaling as shown.

Be sure you punch all your holes and enjoy your album! – Caroline

Kit is available for purchase here: Vintage Beauty Mini Album Kit

